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This book is a poor choice for an introductory concurrency textbook. The concepts of concurrency

and the mechanisms used to implement it are not that diffcult to understand, however, the author's

overly terse and poorly presented core material renders an otherwise simple subject

incomprehensible. Some chapter introductions read reasonably well; however the author routinely

dismisses the completion of various proofs as trivial, rendering self-study virtually impossible if

something is not clear. If the book is used in a course with a poor instructor, you'll waste a lot of time

trying to learn from the book, and will need to find additional resources.A primary drawback is the

author's heavy reliance on mathematical proofs (admittedly a core part of proving concurrence

works) is unsupported by an adequate quantity fully completed non-trivial proofs properly organized

and documented to be suitable for teaching the process and logic the author used to reach a given

conclusion. As with many mathematical texts, the author assumes that the audience, understands

all of the steps he has skipped to get from A to B. The style is suitable for technical papers but not

texts intended to teach the more abstract subject matter.A second issue is the author's contrivance

of a psuedo-code shorthand that is used throughout the book. While the psuedo code is reminiscent

of many mathematical notations as well as the the pseudo code notation used in Knuth's 'The Art of

Computer Programming', the teaching aspects would be better served by providing inline



comments, and other cues that are generally expected in mordern software. Knuth's explanations

are a benchmark in educational texts.

Overall I think this book is good, but contains a ton of unnecessary imperfectionsthat could have

easily have been avoided. If you are able to ignore those partsand not let them ruin your mood, I

think you will enjoy this book and learn efficiently from it.I want to add that my grade is closer to 2

stars than to 4 stars. With some improvements,I think the book could easily deserve 4 or even 5

stars.MERITS:It has a nice mathematical/rigorous view of the subject and emphasizes theimportant

things, which are the principles and concepts of concurrent programing.I am greatly in favor of this

philosophy, because the first thing you want to dowhen learning a new subject is to get the

panoramic view of what are the problemsand techniques of the field, and how do all the concepts

relate to each other.There is also merit in isolating what is actually unique about concurrent

programming,and avoid bloated 1000-page works that are filled with things you already knowabout

other subjects, e.g. general programming techniques. Also focusing on pseudocodeinstead of

cluttering the algorithms with syntax of particular languages is a benefit.Ben-Ari succeeds in writing

a pretty friendly page-turner which will have you understandwhat concurrent programming is about,

and most of the central constructs, in a matter of a couple of weeks.DEMERITS:At the level of

details, the book is, unfortunately, not well thought out. There are tonsof sentences that are vague,

unnecessarily complicated or ambiguous. In most of thesespots it is possible to rule out all incorrect

interpretations, or to fill in the gaps,given enough time.
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